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The Indian Heights neighbours have worked closed with the 

TOPCA Executive via a Neighbourhood Committee 

comprised of TOPCA members. 

We have had an energized local neighbourhood committee 

for nearly 4 years now which has been very active!  There 

have been so many dining room table meetings in addition 

to a dozen public forums.

Thank you to all the neighbours from Indian Heights who 

are here tonight and continue to speak up about the future 

of the community!

TOPCA L-B-H  Committee



Lakeshore Corridor – looking west (see notes, next slide)



PREVIOUS Slide -- This is what the Port Credit Plan advocates -- this is the goal for the 

entire Lakeshore Corridor -- Mainstreet retail and Low-rise development on the 

mainstreet N & S blocks (NOTE: exceptions pre-date City of Mississauga).  The Indian 

Heights neighbourhood wants this for their section of Lakeshore Road as well!

NEXT Slide -- Taking a step back, we have been advocating for the Lakeshore Corridor 

as a Mainstreet for some time.  Clarkson and Lakeview citizen reps have joined us in 

the "3 villages" Summit Meetings.

Economic prosperity for the mainstreet corridor rests atop other layers in our 

Lakeshore Corridor model, including culture/heritage, strong neighbourhoods and 

adequate transportation.

We held the first of our Lakeshore Corridor Summit Series in 2012, after the 

community became fully conversant with the Benson-High-Lakeshore proposal in 2011.  

We wanted to re-engage stakeholders during what we consider to be a crucial time for 

the area in terms of development -- not only in Port Credit, but in Lakeview and 

Clarkson as well. 

Some of you attended and know that our goal was to look at the Lakeshore as a 

complete street, to look at development in the bigger picture, and how it impacts so 

many other aspects of our towns over the next 100 years.



VISIONING collaboration with Summits and 

The “Lakeshore Layers” outcome model—

The community has put in the work to see 

how Developments stack up against the model.

Three Villages Corridor Series!

Explanation of the “Layers” at: 

www.topca.net/meetings.htm

#May_7_2012



Lakeshore Summit

Over 80 reps from local RAs, BIAs, 

government agencies and non-profit 

community organizations.



Mississauga South MPP Charles Sousa

Mississauga Mayor Hazel McCallion Ward 1 Councillor Jim Tovey

Ward 2 Councillor Pat Mullin

Strong Political Participation: Lakeshore Corridor Summit: March 3, 2012



• Other Lakeshore developments are in keeping with the Local 

Plan, and contribute to enhancement of Lakeshore Road 

streetscape—why not here?

• Tonight we’re seeing a developer citing “economics” as the 

reason he cannot build in accordance with Local Area Plan 

guidelines AFTER he has gambled and spent too much buying 

up properties.  

• Gradually, developers will get it: that they won’t get the green 

light for non-complying concepts like this one, and therefore 

won’t waste everyone’s time and energy

Good News for Lakeshore Road!



NEXT Slide -- Now for the Good News! (images) Within recent years we have seen a 

number of developments installed along equally valuable stretches of Lakeshore 

Road in Lakeview, Port Credit and Clarkson, and in each case the Planning Dept. has 

guided them in!   

They include the four-storey VanDyk condominiums in Clarkson, the four-storey 

Queenscorp stacked townhomes across from Marie Curtis park in Lakeview, the 3-

storey live-work units built by FRAM at Hurontario Street in Port Credit and most 

recently the Godfrey's Lane condo townhomes going in virtually across the street 

from this proposed development at Benson/High.  SO FAR WE'RE WINNING! 

In each instance the developer has taken prime Lakeshore Road real estate, and 

ultimately (sometimes after a LOT of public consultation!) worked within the Official 

Plan guidelines to create spaces that complement our mainstreet village character 

and established neighbourhoods.  IT CAN BE DONE.  In Port Credit particularly, 

diverse storefront retail is a critical.





Next 5 Slides -- TOPCA’s response to each of the 5 

"Supportive Comments" included in the Planning 

Department’s Information Report (p 4-7)



Response to Information Report (1)

1. “This project will be a great improvement compared to the businesses that 

exist along Lakeshore Road West, will provide an excellent streetscape and will 

revitalize the neighbourhood”  

A:  This is a familiar trap.  We are asked to accept something because there is no 

confidence in anything better.

We, on the other hand, compare the development proposal to what it could be 

based on our aspirational Local Area Plan which seeks to accomplish the Port 

Credit Vision, arrived at after years of consultation and review.  We believe in the 

Vision; we contributed to it.  It will attract whatever revitalization is needed.

Another threat is “You’d better take this or something worse will go in” – If this 

proposal is disallowed, nothing worse could possibly go in.

This is prime real estate in one of the hottest markets in Mississauga—

something better will come along, given the chance.



2. “The developer has worked hard to address concerns of residents”  

A:  After almost 4 years of meetings, including an unsuccessful series of focus 

group meetings which ended in impasse last year, we would dispute this.

The developer again made his appeal to the community last month (January 

2015) but the main changes were in terminology, e.g. now it’s a “campus”.

There have been 4 developer-led meetings, 3 focus group meetings, 2 

community meetings and 2 TOPCA-led public meetings along with numerous 

citizen meetings and yet here we are after nearly 4 years.  Sometimes agreement 

is not possible when a development doesn’t fit.

It has been made clear by the developer that he will not, indeed cannot, 

develop within the guidelines of the Local Plan—he paid too much for the 

properties.

Response to Information Report (2)



3.  “It will provide much needed seniors' housing to the neighbourhood and 

will improve the tax base”  

A: No one in the neighbourhood could afford to move into any part of this 

complex.  Some units will be renting at $8,000* a month.
* confirmed by the developer at the meeting; rentals go up from approx. $3,000 per month

We need to calculate lost tax base as well.

The great potential in more appropriate locations (like the transit hub at the GO 

Station) will more than meet any possible tax base increase gained at the 

expense of this sensitive and critical location

We really must stop this site by site discussion of tax base and look at the overall 

opportunities in Port Credit without disturbing neighbourhoods the Official Plan 

has committed to protect.

Response to Information Report (3)



4. “Higher residential densities are needed if we want to create transit 

supportive development”

A:  That’s not in the plan -- Lakeshore Road is not an intensification corridor.  

Hurontario Street is.  We have 14* minute bus service now.  What does the 

writer of this comment have in mind?                *corrected from original presentation

We have an area identified for height and intensification: the lands surrounding 

the GO train station. Perhaps this development and others that feel they need to 

build height in order to make their development viable should look to the GO 

station lands, where building heights can be in this range and higher.  

We’ve almost exceeded projected population growth for the district and there 

are still 100+ acres to use!  This small site shouldn’t take the hit at such planning 

cost to realizing the Port Credit Village vision.

Response to Information Report (4)



5.  “A seniors' development will have much less impact on traffic compared to 

a standard residential condominium project”

A:  There is some question as to whether this will remain a seniors’ 

development.

Seniors have visitors, require more emergency calls, require staff to look after 

them and, in the case of seniors buying their units, they almost certainly drive 

themselves.

But this is short-term thinking.  Market conditions change, and uses change, and 

this site may well be a candidate for adaptive re-use down the line, such as a 

student residence for a true “campus” across the street.

We don’t know the future of East-West transportation links, or future uses 

of the built form being proposed.  For now we have the Local Area Plan 

to guide decisions in the here and now.

Response to Information Report (5)



Urban Design Considerations

• Large buildings are out of scale with adjoining 

neighbourhood

• Urban design is a 50 year process

• Whole block development eliminates variety 

and “eclectic” interest

• Impact on views and sightlines from Benson 

and Harrison residences

• “Campus” = Compound; No permeability



Traffic Concerns (1)

• Traffic on Lakeshore is already heavy due to limited bridges across the 

Credit River  – adding density west of the river will make it worse. 

• Turning left from Benson onto Lakeshore is already difficult - adding 

volume will cause backup on Benson. If a  new traffic light were added at 

Benson, it would be the 4th traffic light on the short distance of 

approximately 700 meters between Mississauga Road and Maple. 

• Increased local traffic and noise level due to delivery trucks, garbage 

trucks and emergency vehicles servicing the development. 

• Traffic Concerns  -- Recent development on Hurontario Street has 

magnified the issues related to traffic and congestion. TOPCA is hearing 

about traffic issues at every meeting we have held with our residents.



• No planning application is usually decided on traffic, but overall 

context must be considered since we have a single river 

crossing—this is a practical matter  

• Only entrance is on Benson Avenue, a residential street not 

geared for institutional access  

• All our sister villages (e.g. Streetsville) experience these similar 

traffic issues – development needs to be kept in scale to 

maintain these jewels in Mississauga 

• There will be a Lakeshore Road Transportation Corridor Study in 

2015 which underscores the severity of the traffic saturation

Traffic Concerns (2)



Parking Concerns
• Insufficient parking spaces for planned uses will lead to visitors parking on 

the residential streets

• Insufficient surface parking for customers of the businesses

• Developer’s suggestion that less parking is needed due to alternative 
transportation such as transit, bicycles or car-sharing needs to be backed 
up by realistic plans for how those alternatives would work for the 
planned residents

• A seniors’ building, will generate visitors and emergency calls as well as 
staff (same issue as traffic)

• If use changes (e.g. to condos, as the developer indicated at the focus 
group), what then?

• If an exemption is made here, will it apply to other applications as 

well?



Heritage / Environment Context

• Sense of connection to history created by retaining natural 
and built elements from the past and is an important 
ingredient of small-town charm 

• Loss of existing mature trees is a concern: as Landscape 
Architect John Danahy has stated to us, trees need to be 
recognized in community plans as part of the 
neighbourhood infrastructure



Social Context
• Indian Heights is a friendly, safe and stable neighbourhood – families know 

each other and stay a long time, creating a sense of community and 
history.  This is valued in the Local Area Plan.

• New residents of the proposed development would outnumber the entire 
existing population of the neighbourhood in one city block 

• The suggested retirement and senior care uses may minimize involvement 
or commitment to the community.

• The development (including the Townhouses) is turned inwards

• It won’t be Port Credit residents aging in place here—we’ll stay in our 
homes or go elsewhere where we can afford to live

• The mainstreet area needs animation, but this won’t accomplish that –
normally it would be new young families coming in to replace the 

older people and regenerate the neighbourhood with children



Mainstreet Impact

• Replaces small, single lot ownership with large block ownership.

• Creates a linear mall on the mainstreet with little diversity.

• Displaces existing local small businesses, many of which have been here 
for decades serving Port Credit.

• Replaces low-cost retail space with higher cost space.

• Large-scale buildings will permanently interrupt the mainstreet character 
area through this section of Lakeshore Road.

• Credit Landing and Imperial Oil development is coming in the future-- let’s 
build towards that future—not perpetuate impression this area is a write-
off, which might be inferred from the Information Report.



Land Use Concepts
• A retirement (old age) “campus” doesn’t contribute to reanimation of area

• Built form should anticipate desired function in the area; Port Credit is 
oversupplied with expensive old age facilities already

• Senior living care is certainly a growth market as the Boomers age, but this use 
doesn’t need to be done at this critical (and premium) mainstreet location

• The awkward side-street access for an institutional use indicates this development 
is not a natural fit

• There are 100 acres in Port Credit and 100’s more in Lakeview that are gearing for 
redevelopment – let’s get on that!

• This building concept could work well in so many other parts of Mississauga; why 
should a village that is 180 years old have to take it when there are plans in place 
to methodically “Evolve our Urban Village”?



• Retail and service businesses are on the site now, and the ultimate goal is a 

continuous storefront strip. We have respect for existing businesses – they 

are part of the complete community we presently enjoy

• Promise of a hypothetical British style pub trivializes what this fight is about

• We agree with BIA that there is tremendous potential for retail in this area, 

however not all retail is created equal and we can’t assume this block 

development will automatically deliver unique shops, restaurants and 

services such as we already enjoy in the core of Port Credit.

• The BIA has mentioned the money that construction workers will spend in 

town over the 3 years this will take to build; but once populated with 

seniors, they will most likely stick to the planned storefront services in the 

base of the buildings 

Retail Concepts (1)



Retail Concepts (2)

• Even with all the preceding development and increased density, including 

Northshore, there is an increasing vacancy rate in Port Credit as rents increase

• With the 150,000 sq ft “retail burst” coming at the Walmart site in Lakeview,  

the inhabitants of this new development are being asked to make quite a 

contribution indeed to generate business in the Port Credit core – but will 

they?

• Longer term we hopefully expect redevelopment of Credit Landing Plaza (an 

outdated concept) to help realize the mainstreet retail corridor vision by filling 

the present gap

• The Imperial Oil brownfield lands on the south side of Lakeshore Road will also 

be the subject of a new Master Plan and appropriate remediation and we 

know that mainstreet storefront retail will be included based on the 

Inspiration Port Credit consultations to date



Development Harmony

• Development can do tremendous good to achieve the community 
vision.  It’s necessary to keep our businesses alive, our communities 
renewed and our schools populated by bringing in new families. 

• The neighbourhood supports organic turnover of buildings with 
compliant infill development as we have already seen all along 
Lakeshore Road (e.g. Retail live-work) and within the 
neighbourhood

• HAVE NOW: Possible models for redevelopment would be gradual 
replacement of single houses by semi-detached or townhouses, and 
single-storey retail by three-storey retail.

• Redevelopment should be in harmony with the existing 
neighbourhood and comply with the official plan, the zoning

by-law, and the village character of Port Credit  



• Over time, the same continual approach to exceptions to the Local Plan will 

impact the mainstreet village character, with each development bootstrapping 

on the one before

• The Developer’s need to make a profit is not the citizens’ issue, and the risk by 

paying too much shouldn’t be backstopped by the community being then 

asked to accept inappropriate development, which will only encourage more 

of the same

• This proposal changes the potential for other larger Lakeshore Road 

properties: Credit Landing, Peel Chrysler, the former Briarwood site and 

smaller apartments to the east, for example

• May not be ‘precedent’ we’re told, but it is a changed context and can enable 

‘backdooring’ of unplanned density in a non-intensification corridor

Precedent and Profit (1)



Vision and Planning attract appropriate development and investment, 

and reduce market risk through predictability.  This avoids the 

municipality being in reactive mode.  Land values are set by regulated 

land use. 

– James Lima, consultant to Inspiration Port Credit, December 1, 2012

The maximum allowable density/height (and thereby, potential value 

of the land) should be derived from what the existing guidelines will 

allow.  In this case, the developer is hoping another exception can be 

made, and the community is indeed in “reactive mode”. 

Precedent and Profit (2)



• The developer has already “appealed” at the OMB

• TOPCA has already requested Participant status at the OMB in 

support of the Community position should the appeal proceed (City 

and Developer positions may differ)

• Section 37:  Our neighbourhoods agreed: the greatest benefit to any 

neighbourhood is good (appropriate) development.

A WORD ABOUT THE OMB



Port Credit has gone through an 

affirmative District Policies 

review:  WE AGREE!

• “These stable areas should be 
maintained while allowing for 
infill which is compatible with 
and enhances the character of 
the area”

• The Strategic Plan

• Official Plan 

• Local Area Plan and

• Port Credit Mobility Hub Study

All honour established Port Credit 
neighbourhoods and the mainstreet 
and make provision for a high-
density urban corridor and densified 
transit hubs in the right places

—this site is neither
Our Local Area Plan is OUR GUIDE TO 

DEVELOPMENT – WE STAND UP TO DEFEND OUR 

COMMUNITY PLAN AS APPROVED BY THE CITY



Indian Heights is one of 10 distinct neighbourhoods along the

Lakeshore Road mainstreet corridor.

Indian Heights is a small yet distinct 

neighbourhood within the smallest planning 

district (Port Credit) in Mississauga.  Like all 

our neighbourhoods, it is vulnerable to 

invasive development, and the mainstreet is 

fragile while we attempt to fill in the gaps



• Site is subject to both 

Main Street and 

Neighbourhood 

contexts. 

• The new public exercise 

to achieve rezoning for 

the north and south 

neighbourhoods in this 

area is underway, but 

this proposal doesn’t 

comply even now!

Complex Zoning in Effect



For any neighbourhood, it’s sad to see existing post-war forms 

removed – these are increasingly valued by families looking for a 

small-town feel and community.  (High Street, south side)

Existing Neighbourhood Context



With 3-D modeling, we could understand 

accurately how this development proposal would 

impact the Indian Heights neighbourhood. 

For now, we must drive 

around to find any 

equivalent buildings, 

like this example in 

Long Branch, but at 

7 storeys and 

only one 

Building it is

not quite what

we need to see.

Looking for Built Examples



Lack of Context – Buildings

We are not shown 

transitions to the 

Indian Heights 

neighbourhood or 

to the mainstreet 

for the two (2) 

eight- storey 

buildings. 

Nothing but “blue 

sky”, so to speak....



Lack of Context -- Townhouses

16 townhouses will 

wall-in the remaining 

homes on High Street 

(north side).



NEXT Slide -- Artists Conceptions.  The actual height of the 

townhouses may be equivalent to 4 (old-style) storeys in terms of 

impact within the neighbourhood, and the eight-story buildings 

are visible above and between the separate blocks of units.

Although townhomes are allowed under the RM-7 zoning, the 

front doors are a concession for show; in all functionality, the 

orientation is turned inwards and 

there is no reason for TH occupants to go in or out their 'faux' 

front doors.  It is not an authentic townhouse streetscape with 

any interaction to the neighbourhood. The 16 units replace seven 

(7) single homes which is excessive densification on one street.



Artist’s Conceptions
These marketing images are all the 

citizens have been given to work 

with, for such a significant block 

development proposal which 

impacts an entire neighbourhood



Written Opinion to TOPCA:  “First, a set of elevations and no                                         

contextual perspectives of the proposition set in its urban 

context is simply less than best practice. An objective approach to this situation could be 

for TOPCA and City staff to articulate the perceived issues that a set of representative 

negotiated perspective eye level views could address, and for which concerned interests 

such as folks on a given street or across the street etc. Identify the key views that address 

the impact of scale and intensification. 

“Then ask to have correctly scaled and represented before-and-after perspectives of those 

views made not as marketing images by the proponent but as objective tests by 

professional urban design and planning professionals NOT paid for by the proponent, so 

that people (citizens) representing those legitimate interests are in a fair and reasonable 

position to form an opinion regarding the impact of this level of intensification on 

the neighbourhood. 

….2

We Need Professional 

Planning Tools (1)
-- Prof. John Danahy, Centre for Landscape Research (CLR), 

Daniels School of Architecture, University of Toronto



Need Professional Planning Tools (2)
“Without such images I would say the citizens (and the professionals, including myself!) 

are in no position to make a truly informed opinion on the result of going beyond the as-

of-right existing zoning for the site. There is NO (NONE WHAT SO EVER!) technological 

impediment for the city to have its Geomatics group make a context model and insert the 

proponents cad model – full stop!

“If this is not followed, it is a political decision to decide to not do what I am suggesting. 

In which case I cannot help anyone. What I am suggesting take place here is a best 

practice and easy to do by a competent planning department. In the case of the City of 

Mississauga, they have not only the planning expertise but they have as good an in-house 

Geomatics 3D urban modeling capability as any city in Canada. 

“In my professional opinion, it is time the City of Mississauga made full use of the 

expertise the taxpayers have already paid to put in place and are capable of providing 

to the citizens of this aspiringly great city.  Anything short of providing this minimum level 

of best practice information is a failure of the planning profession as a whole and 

the City to do their respective jobs in this day and age of contemporary smart 

growth planning.”

-- Prof. John Danahy



NEXT Slide -- Port Credit’s and Mississauga’s Smart Growth density 

objectives do not depend on this site at Benson/High (shown with 

red circle which includes south side of Lakeshore).

The city already has a good, publicly-supported plan to 

accommodate the “smart growth” we all want over the next 50 

years in other more appropriate locations. We don’t need to 

compromise our fragile mainstreet to accomplish this.

The 3D model map recently displayed at the Inspiration Port 

Credit workshops shows current structures as well as massive 

lands with potential to be developed. 

We have a blank slate and how we ultimately fill in these lands will 

be guided by the ongoing consultations between the City, the 

owners and the citizens. 



Inspiration Port Credit process and the future 

of the south side of Lakeshore Road is still TBD



• Density, height and scale restrictions in the Port Credit Plan are being ignored

• This is not a mobility hub or an intensification area; approving this application will encourage 

similar development applications on several nearby land parcels which will “backdoor” over-

intensification along the Lakeshore Corridor

• Land assembly (block-busting) has already taken place and is now being used to claim “special 

site” concessions in a bid to circumvent area plan guidelines  

• A comprehensive Lakeshore Transportation Corridor study will take place in 2015.  The 

outcomes will ultimately guide how we grow and develop the Lakeshore Corridor.  Knowing 

this, why would we not restrict current applications to only those that conform to current 

guidelines and not overbuild? 

• What goes up on the Benson/High site will practically be forever. It will outlive all of us. Let's 

get it right. Let's not allow those with an understandable interest in building bigger and higher, 

to make these important decisions on their own 

• But let’s be sure that each development that comes to this small community, enhances it. Let’s 

not clear-cut our existing neighbourhoods simply because we’ve been told development 

can’t happen any other way 

Summary of Themes



OMB DECISION (January 17, 2014) – Re the FRAM development 

application for a non-conforming 22-storey condo at 6-8-10 Ann Street.

Excerpt: "[57] The Board finds that the proposal does not achieve the 

overall intent, goals, objectives and specific policies of Mississauga Official 

Plan or policies of either Mississauga Plan or of the Area Plan. The proposal 

is of a height, scale, massing and density that is excessive for the site and 

does not provide an adequate height transition to adjacent low-rise 

buildings. The proposed development does not represent good land use 

planning and is not in the public interest. If approved, it would serve to 

erode the Port Credit Village character by undermining the policy direction 

that the City has set for this unique neighbourhood and set a disruptive 

precedent for similar development proposals."

Well Said, OMB!

• We are not usually fans of the OMB, but in this case, the decision “nailed it”, 

and we conclude with this quote which perfectly expresses TOPCA’s views as 

to the Lakeshore-Benson-High block development proposal as well!


